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Because virtually all proteins interact with other proteins, studying protein–protein
interactions (PPIs) is fundamental in understanding protein function. This is especially
true when studying specific developmental processes, in which proteins often make
developmental stage- or tissue specific interactions. However, studying these specific
PPIs in planta can be challenging. One of the most widely adopted methods to
study PPIs in planta is affinity purification coupled to mass spectrometry (AP/MS).
Recent developments in the field of mass spectrometry have boosted applications of
AP/MS in a developmental context. This review covers two main advancements in
the field of affinity purification to study plant developmental processes: increasing the
developmental resolution of the harvested tissues and moving from affinity purification to
affinity enrichment. Furthermore, we discuss some new affinity purification approaches
that have recently emerged and could have a profound impact on the future of protein
interactome analysis in plants.

Keywords: plant development, affinity enrichment, tandem affinity purification, Arabidopsis thaliana,
interactomics, proximity-dependent labeling

INTRODUCTION

Proteins are the main workforce of biological systems and are involved in all aspects of
life. They form the molecular machines responsible for basic cellular functions such as
transcription, translation, metabolism and signal transduction, and for structural features such as
the cytoskeleton. Extension of this basic protein repertoire allows more complex functions such
as ensuring the developmental plan of an organism throughout its lifecycle or the deployment
of mechanisms to sense environmental stimuli and generate the appropriate responses to these
stimuli. These cellular responses can be short and reversible but they can also involve long-term,
irreversible adaptations to the developmental plan of the organism to ensure its survival. To be able
to carry out all these functions, proteins do not function on their own, but they rather interact with
each other and are organized in networks of protein complexes and signaling cascades (Alberts,
1998). Studying these protein–protein interactions (PPIs) and exposing their intricate interaction

Abbreviations: AP/MS, affinity purification coupled to mass spectrometry; BiFC, bimolecular fluorescence
complementation; co-IP, co-immunoprecipitation; HR, homologous recombination; PPI, protein–protein interaction;
TAP, tandem affinity purification; TF, transcription factor; Y2H, two-hybrid.
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networks are thus of fundamental importance to understand not
only basic cellular processes but also complex developmental
programs.

An elegant example of how PPIs are fundamental in
determining plant development, is the specification of flower
organ composition. Despite a huge diversity in different shapes,
sizes and compositions, almost all flowers are built using only
four specialized leaf types: sepals, petals, stamens, and carpels
(Specht and Bartlett, 2009). The development of these different
organ types is determined by the combinatorial activity of
floral MADS-box TFs. According to the ABC model, A-type
TFs specify sepal identity, A- and B-type together specify petal
identity, B- and C-type together specify stamen identity and
C-type alone specifies carpel identity (Coen and Meyerowitz,
1991). This model was later extended to the ABCDE model,
also including D-type TFs for ovule specification and E-type
TFs for proper development of all four organ types (Theißen
et al., 2016; Thomson et al., 2017). Several lines of evidence
have shown that these different types of TFs assemble into
tetrameric protein complexes, so-called floral quartets (Bartlett,
2017). Although the exact downstream transcriptional networks
of the floral quartets are still not fully understood (Thomson
et al., 2017; Wils and Kaufmann, 2017), it is assumed that floral
quartets with different compositions regulate alternative sets of
target genes, which in turn results in the specification of a certain
floral organ.

Several methods to test PPIs are currently available such
as yeast Y2H (Mravec et al., 2011), co-immunoprecipitation
followed by western blotting (co-IP) (Albrecht et al., 2012)
or protein-fragment complementation assays such as BiFC
(Ohad and Yalovsky, 2010). A clear characteristic of these
methods is that they are binary methods, only allowing to
test PPIs in a pairwise fashion. This often means that some
prior knowledge is required to determine which combinations
to test. Although massively multiplexed Y2H methods, such
as CrY2H-seq (Trigg et al., 2017), allow screening for PPIs
in a proteome-wide manner, these methods do not provide
information on co-complex membership through indirect
interaction. A complementary method that is more suited to
study co-complex memberships is AP/MS. AP/MS is a collective
name for different experimental approaches where a specific
protein, referred to as the bait, is purified from a biological
sample under near physiological conditions to keep PPIs intact.
After purification, the co-purified proteins are identified by mass
spectrometry. Because AP/MS does not require prior knowledge
of the interaction partners, this technique is ideally suited to
gain novel insights in the function of a protein of interest.
An excellent example of this is the characterization of the
TPLATE complex in Arabidopsis (Gadeyne et al., 2014). The
TPLATE protein was originally discovered to be involved in
cell plate anchoring during late cytokinesis, but the specific
interaction with clathrin suggested a more general function
in clathrin-mediated endocytosis (Van Damme et al., 2006).
AP/MS experiments using TPLATE as bait protein revealed
seven reproducibly interacting proteins of previously unknown
function, which together form a stable multi-protein complex,
subsequently called the TPLATE complex. Several of these

interactions where subsequently validated using Y2H, BiFC,
and co-IP. Furthermore, reciprocal AP/MS experiments using
each of these seven interactors as bait proteins extended the
network around TPLATE, revealing associations with members
of the dynamin protein family, subunits of the Arabidopsis AP2
adaptor complex and of the clathrin scaffold, which ultimately
led to the discovery of a plant-specific adaptation to clathrin-
mediated endocytosis. Furthermore, the internalization and
localization of auxin transport proteins and the brassinosteroid
receptor BRI1, two well-known cargo proteins of clathrin-
mediated endocytosis, are influenced by defects in the TPLATE
complex, indicating the importance of TPLATE in plant
development.

This review will cover the major steps and decisions to be
made when setting up an AP/MS experiment. In doing so, we
highlight two major trends in AP/MS experiments for studying
plant development: increasing the developmental resolution of
the harvested tissues and moving from affinity purification to
affinity enrichment. We also discuss some recent technological
advances in the field for which we anticipate that they could have
a big impact on the future of AP/MS in plants.

THE INCREASE IN DEVELOPMENTAL
RESOLUTION

The first step in any AP/MS experiment encompasses generating
a total protein extract from which the bait protein is to be
purified. In theory, a bait protein can be purified from any tissue
type where it is being expressed. This highlights one of the main
advantages of using AP/MS, because it allows the identification
of PPIs occurring in vivo, in a developmental context of choice,
whereas most other binary methods such as Y2H often require
ectopic expression systems such as yeast cells to express both bait
and prey proteins.

The Use of Cell Cultures
Cultured cells have traditionally been a popular source of biomass
for AP/MS experiments. This is mainly due to their ease of
transformation and high growth rates, which results in a fast,
relatively cheap and nearly endless supply of biomass. The PSB-
D cell suspension culture (Supplementary Table S1) has proven
to be an excellent cell culture system for AP/MS purposes
in plants. It is derived from the MM2d cell culture, which
was originally generated from Arabidopsis thaliana Landsberg
erecta stem explants (Menges and Murray, 2004). This PSB-D
culture proliferates rapidly in the dark using sucrose as main
energy source and has a 9C ploidy level leading to a diverse
expression of proteins, often accumulating at high levels. The
original protocol for AP/MS using this cell suspension culture
demonstrated its value for studying PPIs regulating progression
through the plant cell cycle (Van Leene et al., 2007), which
subsequently resulted in a large cell cycle interactome that
mapped the interaction networks surrounding approximately 100
core cell cycle proteins (Van Leene et al., 2010). Because in
plants, post-embryonic growth is to a large extent determined by
cell proliferation from various types of meristems, studying the
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cell cycle can provide valuable insights into organ development.
Indeed, many proteins involved in cell cycle regulation and
originating from the cell cycle interactome have been shown to
influence final leaf size when their expression is altered (Blomme
et al., 2014). For example, the elucidation of the cell cycle
interactome led to the first description of SAMBA, a plant-
specific regulator of the anaphase promoting complex/cyclosome
(APC/C) E3 ligase (Eloy et al., 2012). SAMBA was found to
be associated with the APC/C subunits APC3b, APC7, and
APC10 (Van Leene et al., 2010). In reciprocal AP/MS experiments
using SAMBA as a bait protein in cell cultures, almost all
APC core complex subunits were identified as well as several
known APC regulators (Eloy et al., 2012). Y2H validation of
these results indicated that SAMBA specifically interacts with
the APC/C by binding to the APC3b subunit. The role of
SAMBA as an APC/C regulator in plant development was
explored by examining the phenotype of samba knock-out
mutants, which showed an increased size of seed, embryo, rosette
area and root length. More specifically, SAMBA was suggested
to inhibit cell proliferation during early plant development
by targeting CYCLIN A2 for APC/C-mediated proteasomal
degradation.

In addition to being an excellent model for dividing tissues,
cell cultures have also been used to study protein complexes
involved in other cellular processes such as hormone signaling
(Geerinck et al., 2010; Pauwels et al., 2010; Fernández-Calvo
et al., 2011; Antoni et al., 2013), secondary metabolism (Bassard
et al., 2012) or intracellular trafficking (Nodzyński et al., 2013;
Gadeyne et al., 2014). A particular advantage of using cell cultures
is the ease with which these can be manipulated with chemicals
such as hormones (Pauwels et al., 2010; Antoni et al., 2013) or
synchronization compounds (Menges and Murray, 2002). Cell
cultures from other organisms, such as rice (Zhong et al., 2003;
Abe et al., 2008; Nallamilli et al., 2013) and tobacco (Nishikiori
et al., 2011), have also been used, but these are far less popular
than Arabidopsis cell cultures for AP/MS purposes. A major
consideration to make with the use of cell cultures, however,
is the fact that they are cultured callus tissues, which means
they lack any kind of developmental context. This can lead to
false-negative results when studying more specific developmental
processes because these processes are not active in proliferative,
cultured cells. Therefore, when studying plant development, the
use of whole seedlings or, if technically possible, specific organs
or even cell types is advised.

The Use of Whole Plants and Organs
Several protocols describing the purification of protein
complexes from Arabidopsis seedlings have been published
over the years (Rohila et al., 2004; Rubio et al., 2005; Qi and
Katagiri, 2009; Smaczniak et al., 2012b; Van Leene et al.,
2015; Wendrich et al., 2017), resulting in a large collection
of publications, a full overview of which is beyond the scope
of this review. As a selected example, the identification of
bZIP29-interacting proteins will be discussed here. bZIP29
was identified as a protein interacting with several cell cycle
regulatory proteins in the cell cycle interactome, indicating a
role in cell cycle regulation (Van Leene et al., 2010). bZIP29 is a

member of the group I plant bZIP TFs, which have been mainly
reported to play a role in vascular development and osmosensory
responses. Therefore, the role of bZIP29 in plant development
was further investigated and it was shown that bZIP29 is indeed
predominantly expressed in proliferating tissues instead of
vascular tissues (Van Leene et al., 2016). A dominant-negative
version of bZIP29 resulted in a leaf phenotype characterized by a
decreased cell number, which was compensated by an increased
cell size. Defects were also detected in the gravitropic response
and root meristem size. To identify interacting proteins, bZIP29
was purified through TAP from both cell cultures and seedlings.
These experiments revealed several other group I bZIP TFs
as interacting proteins (Van Leene et al., 2016), confirming
the previous observation that bZIP TFs can form homo- and
heterodimers (Tsugama et al., 2014). Interestingly, although
the interacting bZIP proteins found in cell culture were also
identified in seedlings, additional bZIP proteins were identified in
seedlings. Furthermore, by comparing the expression profiles of
the interacting bZIPs, certain tissue-specific heterodimers could
be postulated. For example, overlapping the expression profile
of bZIP69 with that of bZIP29 showed they were only expressed
together in lateral root primordia, indicating this heterodimer
could be specific for this tissue (Van Leene et al., 2016). This
highlights the importance of incorporating transcript expression
data into AP/MS data to aid in the biological interpretation of
the data and hypothesize in which specific tissues the detected
interactions might occur when using whole seedlings as biomass
input instead of isolated tissues.

Because the sensitivity of mass spectrometers increased
through the development of orbitrap mass spectrometers,
the amount of biomass needed for successful purifications
decreased. This allowed researchers to start dissecting organs
from Arabidopsis seedlings and to zoom in on the developmental
context they were interested in. For example, specifically
harvesting the inflorescence meristems allowed Smaczniak
et al. (2012a) to successfully identify the interaction networks
surrounding five major homeotic MADS-domain proteins in
inflorescence development. Here, representatives from the A,
B, C, and E classes of the MADS-domain TFs were selected
as bait protein for pull-down experiments, identifying many
PPIs between different MADS-domain TFs, confirming the
formation of floral quartets in planta. Furthermore, interactions
with members of several other TF families were identified,
indicating that floral quartets do not act alone but in
concert with other TFs to achieve precise regulation of flower
development. For example, APETALA1 (AP1), an A-type
MADS-domain TF, was shown to interact with homeodomain
TFs BELLRINGER (BLR), KNOTTED-LIKE 3 (KNAT3), and
BEL1-LIKE HOMEODOMAIN 1 (BLH1), as well as with
SUPPRESSOR OF OVEREXPRESSION OF CONSTANS 1
(SOC1), which is a major regulator of floral transition. Finally,
also many links to chromatin remodeling were identified,
showing that MADS-domain TFs can recruit the basic chromatin
remodeling machinery to their target genes.

As one would expect, increasing the developmental resolution
of the harvested starting material increases the resolution
of the AP/MS experiment. A nice example to illustrate this
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is the series of AP/MS experiments that were performed
using ANGUSTIFOLIA3/GRF-INTERACTING FACTOR1
(AN3/GIF1) as a bait protein. AN3 was originally identified
as transcriptional coactivator interacting with the growth-
regulating factor1 (GRF1) TF using Y2H screening (Kim and
Kende, 2004). GRF1 is part of a plant-specific family of GRF
TFs which have been shown to play key roles in stem and leaf
development, but are also implicated in flower, seed and root
development (Hoe Kim and Tsukaya, 2015; Omidbakhshfard
et al., 2015). In many subsequent Y2H experiments, this
interacting partnership extended to almost all members of the
GRF and GIF protein families (Kim and Kende, 2004; Horiguchi
et al., 2005; Liang et al., 2014). The molecular mechanism
with which this GRF-GIF module exerts its function was first
elucidated using TAP with AN3 as bait protein (Vercruyssen
et al., 2014). Here, it was shown that AN3 interacts with SWI/SNF
chromatin remodeling complexes. However, purifying AN3 from
cell cultures and whole seedlings did not lead to the identification
of GRF proteins that were already shown to be true interactors of
AN3. On the contrary, when AN3 was purified using pull-down
from developing inflorescences, both SWI/SNF complexes and
GRF3 and GRF5 were identified (Debernardi et al., 2014). This
indicates that the GRF-GIF interaction is a low-abundance
interaction, which gets too diluted in a whole-seedling extract
to be detected by mass spectrometry. Furthermore, a recent
publication describes the TAP purification of AN3 from maize
leaf tissues (Nelissen et al., 2015). The maize leaf is an excellent
model to study the transition from cell division to cell expansion
(Rymen et al., 2010), in which the GRF-GIF module also plays
an important role (Hoe Kim and Tsukaya, 2015). Studying
this developmental transition during leaf development in
Arabidopsis is very challenging because the Arabidopsis leaf is
about one mm in size at this developmental stage (Andriankaja
et al., 2012). However, the developing maize leaf contains a
growth zone at its base that is several cm in size and has a linear
organization of dividing and expanding cells in the proliferation
and expansion zones, respectively. These two tissues can easily
be separated from each other and used as input material for
AP/MS experiments to compare protein complex dynamics in
these two developmental contexts (Rymen et al., 2010). When
applying this experimental setup to AN3, it was shown that AN3
stably binds to the SWI/SNF chromatin remodeling complex
throughout leaf development but interacts differently with GRF
proteins in the cell division and cell expansion zones, which
perfectly correlated with their underlying expression patterns.
Furthermore, when AN3 protein complexes were purified from
developing maize ears, other GRFs were identified compared
to those isolated from leaf tissues (Nelissen et al., 2015). This
example demonstrates the benefits of performing AP/MS
experiments on specific organs or even sub-organ tissues as well
as the need to transfer AP/MS to other model systems like certain
crop species, which might be better suited, as was illustrated
by the maize leaf. Similar complex purification strategies have
been demonstrated for the rice leaf (Dedecker et al., 2016).
The use of alternative model systems might also be required
when specialized developmental processes are explored. For
example, AP/MS has been transferred to the model legume

Medicago truncatula, which is a well-known model species to
study endosymbiotic interactions and specialized secondary
metabolism (Goossens et al., 2016).

It is clear that increasing the developmental resolution of
the harvested starting material furnishes AP/MS results with
higher developmental content and allows digging deeper into the
interactomes surrounding a bait protein. In principle, AP/MS
can be performed on any tissue from any organism as long
as a specific antibody for the bait protein is available or stable
expression of a fusion protein can be achieved in the chosen tissue
or organism. Because each biomass source has its advantages and
disadvantages (Figure 1), the choice of which source material
to use should be evaluated case by case and tailored to the
experimental setup and biological question.

AN INTRODUCTION TO DIFFERENT
AP/MS APPROACHES

In order to be able to specifically purify a protein from a
total protein extract, the bait protein needs to be captured and
immobilized to an affinity resin. This allows non-interacting
proteins to be washed away, while the interacting proteins
stay immobilized. After removing non-interacting proteins,
the interacting proteins can be eluted from the resin and
identified using mass spectrometry (Morris et al., 2014).
Purification of the bait protein can be performed in a single
or double affinity purification protocol (Figure 2A). Single-
step purifications typically use an antibody specific for the
bait protein or a generic antibody against an affinity tag fused
to the bait protein. These methods are therefore often called
immunoprecipitation. However, single-step purification can also
be performed without the need for specific antibodies, for
example using the streptavidin-binding peptide-tag or a His-
tag, which enable trapping with streptavidin or Ni2+ resins,
respectively. We therefore prefer to use the term “pull-down” as
a global term for single-step affinity purification. Alternatively,
purification performed using a two-step affinity purification
protocol is called TAP. In this approach, the bait protein is fused
to a TAP-tag which contains two different affinity tags that are
often separated by a protease cleavage site (Figure 2B). After
immobilizing the bait protein using the first affinity domain and
subsequent washing, this domain is cleaved off by incubation
with a protease which specifically recognizes protein sequences
linking both affinity domains. This cleavage step allows a gentle
elution of the immobilized bait and exposes the second affinity
domain for binding to the next affinity resin, permitting further
removal of non-specific proteins by an additional washing
step.

Pull-down experiments using an antibody specific for the bait
protein allow purification of the endogenous protein, expressed
from its native promoter. Therefore, there is no need to create
transgenic lines expressing the bait protein fused to an affinity tag.
Although this approach has been successfully applied in plants
(Qi and Katagiri, 2009; König et al., 2014; Pertl-Obermeyer et al.,
2014), it has not gained a lot of popularity in the field. This
is mainly due to the limited amount of available plant protein
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FIGURE 1 | Comparison of available biomass sources for AP/MS experiments. The advantages and disadvantages of different biomass sources are scaled on five
parameters. Cell cultures are the most cost- and time-efficient means of generating biomass for AP/MS experiments. They also allow the highest experimental
flexibility because of the ease with which they are manipulated by chemical compounds. Arabidopsis seedlings are the best all-round biomass source, offering the
best performance for standard AP/MS experiments. When studying more specific developmental processes, crop seedlings can be better suited. However, these
are more time consuming and often allow less experimental flexibility because of their size. Although isolated organs and tissues offer the highest degree of
developmental context, determining the optimal tissue and developmental stage to harvest biomass increases the complexity of the experimental setup and the time
needed.

antibodies, in combination with the fact that the development
of specific antibodies can be a time-consuming and expensive
effort. Furthermore, the specificity of these antibodies needs to
be evaluated case by case, while generic antibodies are often
specific and well characterized, allowing generic purification
protocols. Therefore, the use of affinity tags is currently the
standard practice in AP/MS experiments. A plethora of different
affinity tags have been developed and evaluated over the years in
plants (Dedecker et al., 2015). In general, fluorescent protein tags
such as GFP are the most popular for pull-down experiments.
This is mainly due to the availability of transgenic plant lines
overexpressing GFP fusions in combination with the existence
of high-quality anti-GFP antibodies. Moreover, the fluorescent
protein tag can also be used to perform protein localization
analysis. On the other hand, for TAP experiments, the TAPi
tag (Rohila et al., 2004) and GS tag (Van Leene et al., 2008)
are most widely adopted. A recently developed GSyellow TAP
tag (Figure 2B) combines the properties of both types of tags,
combining the fluorescent protein Citrine YFP with the highly
effective streptavidin-binding peptide tag into a double affinity
tag (Besbrugge et al., 2018).

In an AP/MS experiment, the nature of the co-purified
proteins is influenced by the purification method, choice of tag
and tag position (Keilhauer et al., 2015). Adding a substantial
protein domain to the bait protein, which is especially the case
with large fluorescent protein tags, might cause interference with
protein function. Therefore, it is advised to perform AP/MS
experiments with both N- and C-terminal fusions of the tag to
the bait protein.

DEALING WITH FALSE-POSITIVE AND
FALSE-NEGATIVE RESULTS

The inherent nature of AP/MS protocols, during which cells
are lysed, proteins are solubilized and bait proteins are purified,
imposes the creation of both false-positive as well as false-
negative interactions. By breaking the cells, the content of
different cellular compartments is released into the protein
extract, which allows the bait protein or its interactors to come
into contact with proteins it could normally not interact with. On
the other hand, false negatives arise during protein extraction and
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FIGURE 2 | Overview of the different AP/MS approaches (A) and available TAP tags (B). TAP tags: (1) TAPi tag; (2) GSrhino tag; (3) GSyellow tag. CBP, calmodulin
binding protein; FP, false positive; FN, false negative; ProtA, protein A domain; ProtG, protein G domain; 2x Rhino, double recognition site for the Rhinovirus 3C
protease; TEV, recognition site for the tobacco etch virus protease; SBP, streptavidin-binding peptide; YFP, yellow fluorescent protein.

purification. By solubilizing the proteins in a protein extraction
buffer, proteins are diluted, altering their concentration and
binding kinetics. The subsequent purification of the bait protein
requires binding to an affinity resin, removal of unbound proteins
and iterative washing steps to reduce non-specific binding to
the resin. These steps impose potential false-negative interactions
because true interacting proteins that show weak interaction with
the bait protein, are lost during the protein extract dilution step
or during the different steps of the purification. In the following
sections, we separate false-positive from false-negative results and
discuss different approaches for dealing with them.

False Positives: The Problem of
Background Filtering
One of the biggest challenges in any AP/MS experiment is to
discriminate between bona fide interacting proteins and non-
specific background proteins. Non-specific background proteins
are typically a mixture of false positives and true positives that

interact with many unrelated proteins, such as proteins involved
in translation, protein folding and transport. TAP was originally
developed as a method to purify protein complexes at high purity
under near-physiological conditions, minimizing the amount of
background. However, with the increasing sensitivity of mass
spectrometers, even protein complexes purified through TAP still
contain a lot of background proteins and still require careful
background filtering.

Traditionally, background filtering has been performed by
mapping which proteins are identified in mock purifications or
are reoccurring as co-purified proteins with different, unrelated
bait proteins (Van Leene et al., 2015; Dedecker et al., 2016). This
list of background proteins can then be used as a subtraction
list to filter out background interactions, leaving only true
and specific interactors. However, variations in the sample,
purification protocol or sample preparation can significantly
alter the protein identifications of an AP/MS experiment,
hence also background identification. Therefore, single negative
control experiments often fail to capture the complete set of
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contaminants. Large numbers of control purifications, negative
controls or purifications of unrelated bait proteins, which have
been performed under highly similar experimental conditions,
need to be combined to achieve a comprehensive collection of
background proteins. These background lists typically grow in
size when more and more control or unrelated bait purifications
are performed, or with the increased sensitivity of MS machines,
potentially leading to false classification of proteins as non-
specific for certain bait proteins. To deal with this problem,
integration of semi-quantitative information on the abundance
of a protein, i.e., based on normalized spectral abundance factors,
has proven to be a valid method to recall true interactors from
the background lists (Van Leene et al., 2015). Nevertheless,
when compiled correctly, a background list offers a highly
reliable and manually curated way of filtering the data. Online
repositories of standardized negative control samples have been
developed to overcome the need of individual researchers
to perform large amounts of negative controls, for example
the contaminant repository for affinity purification, i.e., the
CRAPome (Mellacheruvu et al., 2013), and comprehensive
background lists for Arabidopsis cell cultures, seedlings and
rice cell cultures are publicly available (Van Leene et al., 2015;
Dedecker et al., 2016; Supplementary Table S1).

However, when studying plant development, researchers often
perform AP/MS experiments on specific tissue types or under
specific experimental conditions, characterized by a unique set
of expressed proteins. In these cases, comprehensive background
lists, which have been developed for and under standardized
experimental conditions, are insufficient. The emergence of
quantitative proteomics has provided researchers with an
alternative method to discriminate bona fide interacting proteins
from background proteins without the need for large background
lists. In quantitative AP/MS experiments, the quantity of
proteins that co-purify with the bait proteins are compared
to their quantities in a negative control sample. In this setup,
background proteins will have a 1:1 ratio compared to the
control, whereas true interacting proteins will be enriched. Many
quantitative proteomics approaches have been developed and
can be subdivided into chemical or metabolic labeling methods
and label-free methods (Huang et al., 2016). In label-based
quantitative proteomics, control and test samples are labeled
with light and heavy isotopes. The samples are then mixed
and measured in the same MS run, reducing experimental
variation. Because identical peptides in different samples will
be equally detected by the mass spectrometer, the difference
in peak intensity between samples correlates with a difference
in peptide abundance. Protein quantification is subsequently
performed by calculating the intensity ratio of isotope-labeled
peptide pairs. In label-free quantitative proteomics, control and
test samples are measured in separate MS runs. Here, identical
peptides are matched between runs based on their m/z value
and retention time and protein quantification is performed by
calculating the intensity ratio of matched peptides. Although
chemical and metabolic labeling has been successfully applied
in plants (Gouw et al., 2010; Minkoff et al., 2014; Liu et al.,
2018), label-free methods have become the method of choice in
plant quantitative AP/MS experiments (Podwojski et al., 2010;

Zhu et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2016). The most-used algorithm for
label-free quantification of AP/MS data is MaxQuant (Cox and
Mann, 2008; Tyanova et al., 2016). An important note to make
here is that discriminating between true and false interactors
based on quantitative AP/MS data is a statistical process, meaning
that proteins are considered to be true interactors when they are
significantly enriched compared to the control. Therefore, the
quality of the data analysis will improve with the size of the list
of co-purified proteins. For this reason, single-step pull-down,
which results in higher background levels compared to TAP and
hence in a bigger dataset, actually works better in combination
with quantitative data analysis compared to TAP samples.
Because pull-down purifications rather enrich a bait protein
instead of actually purifying it at high specificity, it is proposed
that combining pull-down with label-free quantification should
be renamed to affinity enrichment rather than affinity purification
(Keilhauer et al., 2015).

Putting Affinity Enrichment Into Practice
Affinity enrichment has been successfully performed in plants in
numerous studies (Mravec et al., 2011; Smaczniak et al., 2012a,b;
De Rybel et al., 2013; Debernardi et al., 2014; Nelissen et al., 2015;
Née et al., 2017). Although a large variety of single affinity tags has
been developed and used in the past (Dedecker et al., 2015), GFP
has become the tag of choice for pull-down. A clear advantage of
using fluorescence-based tags is that cellular protein expression
and localization can be studied simultaneously using the same
transgenic line. Moreover, these tags can guide researchers in
their selection of tissues or developmental stages to be harvested.
For example, this strategy was applied in the aforementioned
study in which specific GRF TFs were found to be interacting
with AN3 in inflorescences (Debernardi et al., 2014). Indeed,
when visualizing the cellular localization of AN3-GFP, expressed
from its endogenous promotor, high accumulation of AN3-GFP
was detected in inflorescence meristems. This served as a good
validation of the use of this tissue as starting material for an
AP/MS experiment using AN3-GFP as bait protein. Another
example is the investigation of the function of the bHLH TF
TARGET OF MONOPTEROS5 (TMO5) in the establishment
and maintenance of vascular tissue (De Rybel et al., 2013).
Specific localization of TMO5-GFP was found in globular-stage
embryos and mature roots. Therefore, siliques and seedling roots
were used to purify TMO5-GFP and identify the bHLH TFs
LHW and LHW-like2 as TMO5-interacting proteins. Reciprocal
AP/MS using LHW as bait protein validated its interaction with
TMO5 and additionally identified several TMO5-like proteins
as interaction partners. Subsequent detailed exploration of these
interaction profiles led to the description of a new bHLH
heterodimer TF complex, which plays a crucial role in both the
establishment of vascular tissues in the early embryo, as well
as in maintaining the indeterminacy of this cell population in
post-embryonic tissues.

Affinity enrichment has also been used to study seed
dormancy in Arabidopsis (Née et al., 2017). This study was
focused on the DELAY OF GERMINATION 1 (DOG1) protein.
Although it was known that the amount of DOG1 is important
for the time it takes to release seed dormancy and that this
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amount of DOG1 is dependent on environmental factors during
seed maturation, no evidence toward the molecular function of
DOG1 was reported. Using affinity enrichment for DOG1-YFP
from four different seed conditions, dry versus 24 h imbibed for
both dormant and non-dormant seeds, 184 interacting proteins
were identified. Loss of dormancy drastically decreased the
amount of interacting proteins, indicating loss of DOG1 activity
after seed ripening. Further validation of specific interactions
showed that DOG1 interacts with multiple phosphatases that
have redundant but essential roles in the release of seed
dormancy. Strikingly, similar phosphatases act as key negative
regulators of the ABA signaling pathway, indicating that both
signaling pathways controlling seed dormancy, converge on a set
of distinct and partly overlapping protein phosphatases.

Recently, affinity enrichment protocols have been updated
and further optimized for nuclear, cytoplasmic and membrane-
associated protein complexes (Wendrich et al., 2017; Jamge et al.,
2018).

Validating AP/MS Results
Irrespective of which method was used for discriminating
between bona fide interacting proteins and non-specific
background proteins, additional validation of the identified
PPIs remains important. For large-scale PPI networks generated
by AP/MS, validation of at least a subset of the identified
interactions is required to assess the quality of the data, whereas
small-scale PPI networks allow a more extensive validation with
multiple complementary methods to demonstrate the relevance
of the identified interactions.

One of the most elegant ways of validating AP/MS results is
performing reverse AP/MS experiments. Here, one or more of
the identified interactors is used as bait protein to find reciprocal
evidence for the PPIs. For example, the eight-subunit TPLATE
complex was identified using TPLATE as bait, but all eight
subunits could also be reciprocally identified using any of the
TPLATE components as bait protein (Gadeyne et al., 2014).
However, performing additional AP/MS experiments can become
an expensive and time-consuming effort. As an alternative
approach, reverse co-IP in the same genetic background as the
AP/MS experiments can be applied. Relatively cheap and fast
binary methods such as Y2H and BiFC are also popular methods
for validating PPIs in a pairwise fashion. However, interactomes
generated by binary methods and co-complex methods have been
shown to overlap by less than 20% in yeast (Yu et al., 2008).
Therefore, when validating AP/MS data with binary methods,
one can expect a high rate of false negative results. For example, a
subset of the cell cycle interactome was validated using the split-
luciferase assay, resulting in only a 41% success rate. However,
considering the low overlap between binary and co-complex data,
this can actually be considered as a high success rate (Van Leene
et al., 2010).

Finally, genetics can also be used to validate PPIs. For example,
Huang et al. (2016) showed that phytochrome B (phyB) acts as
a hub, connecting the circadian clock and red light signaling
pathways. First, AP/MS using the evening complex component
EARLY FLOWERING 4 (ELF4) as bait protein, led to the
identification of other evening complex components, circadian

clock proteins and several photoreceptors and light signaling
regulators. Because phyB was the major associated photoreceptor,
the experiment was repeated in a phyB mutant background. Here,
it was shown that loss of phyB resulted in ELF4 losing its ability
to interact with other clock and light signaling proteins, while
its interactions with other evening complex components were
still intact. In addition to validating the interaction between the
evening complex and phyB, this experiment elegantly showed
how coupling genetics to AP/MS can be used to identify sub-
complexes and links between different signaling pathways.

False Negatives: Detecting Transient or
Weak Interactions
As mentioned earlier, AP/MS involves varying degrees of washing
to remove background proteins and to increase the signal-to-
noise ratio. However, during these washing steps, proteins that
show weak or transient interaction with the bait protein are
often lost. Indeed, it has been shown by comparing large-scale
AP/MS datasets with Y2H datasets, that AP/MS datasets are
enriched for stable interactions, whereas Y2H datasets are more
enriched for transient interactions (Yu et al., 2008). A proposed
solution to increase the chances of detecting transient or weak
interactions are proximity-dependent labeling methods. With
these methods, possible interacting proteins are labeled in vivo
based on their proximity to a protein of interest. Labeled proteins
can subsequently be affinity purified and identified using mass
spectrometry. Several proximity-dependent labeling methods
have been developed and reviewed elsewhere (Roux, 2013; Rees
et al., 2015), but only a few have been used in plants.

A first method successfully applied in plants is in vivo
crosslinking. Rohila et al. (2004) described a method to increase
the recovery of interacting proteins in TAP protocols using
in vivo crosslinking, which was used in several other AP/MS
experiments (Qi and Katagiri, 2009; Pertl-Obermeyer et al.,
2014; Bellati et al., 2016). A specific example of beneficial
in vivo crosslinking is the purification of membrane proteins.
Because these proteins contain highly hydrophobic patches
embedded in the membranes, they require specific detergents
for their solubilization, possibly resulting in the loss of
interacting proteins. For this reason, it is notoriously hard to
identify interacting proteins for membrane proteins, causing
intrinsic membrane proteins to be clearly underrepresented in
literature as bait proteins for AP/MS experiments in plants.
In order to stabilize membrane protein interactions, Bellati
et al. (2016) combined formaldehyde crosslinking with affinity
enrichment to identify interacting proteins of the PIP1;2, and
PIP2;1 aquaporines to gain additional insights into how root
water transport is regulated. This work revealed a large-scale
interactome comprising 436 and 388 interacting proteins of
PIP1;2 and PIP2;1, respectively, of which 80% was shared
between both proteins. This interactome provided significant
insights into how PIP activity is regulated by processes such
as intracellular trafficking, lipid signaling and also the activity
of specific receptor-like kinases. As an alternative, protein
complexes can also be stabilized in vitro during protein
extraction, as exemplified by the usage of the reversible DSP
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crosslinker for analysis of the target of rapamycin interactome in
Drosophila (Glatter et al., 2011).

A more recent promising example of proximity-dependent
labeling plants is BioID, which is based on fusing a protein of
interest to a mutant version of the Escherichia coli biotin ligase
BirA (Roux et al., 2012). This mutant BirA biotinylates proteins
that are within a 10-nm radius of the enzyme without the need for
a specific recognition site on the target protein. Labeled proteins
can subsequently be isolated using streptavidin-based affinity
capture. Because the labeling is a covalent modification and
because of the extremely strong biotin-streptavidin interaction,
there is no need to maintain PPIs during the purification
step, allowing harsh denaturing conditions during purification,
which reduce background binding. BioID is very different from
crosslinking in the sense that crosslinking merely provides a
snapshot of the proteins in close proximity to the bait protein
at the time of crosslinking. Instead, BioID generates a footprint
of interactions made by the protein of interest over a period
of time. Recently, an optimized version of the BioID protocol
was published for rice protoplasts (Lin et al., 2017), showing its
feasibility in plants, but also highlighting some drawbacks. For
instance, because of the bacterial nature of the BirA protein,
labeling is more efficient at higher temperature (Kim et al.,
2016). However, growing plants at higher temperatures might
give rise to temperature-induced activation of certain genes
and consequently artificial interactions. Furthermore, to increase
the efficiency of the BirA enzyme, exogenous biotin needs
to be added to the growth medium (Lin et al., 2017). Also,
control experiments need to be set up very carefully to filter
out endogenously biotinylated proteins that contaminate the
purification. Although proximity-dependent labeling methods
merely provide information on which proteins are in close
proximity to each other, it does not provide direct evidence for
a physical interaction between these proteins, requiring further
validation by independent PPI methods.

Choosing the Right AP/MS Approach
The success of an AP/MS experiment can be very bait-dependent
and, as highlighted in the sections above, a lot of different
parameters can influence the final results. Therefore, choosing
the most suitable experimental setup can be a daunting task,
often driven by intuition and prior experience. Having a good
overview of the strengths and pitfalls of the available approaches
is therefore instrumental for good decision making (Figure 3).

One of the most debated topics in this regard is the
comparison of pull-down to TAP. As highlighted earlier, pull-
down in combination with label-free quantification, referred to
as affinity enrichment, is quickly gaining ground and might
become the standard AP/MS method in plants. This popularity
is mainly due to its high degree of flexibility toward changing
experimental conditions, e.g., tissue types, treatments and model
organism. Moreover, as described above, the lower signal-to-
noise ratio in pull-down samples, compared to the high purity
of TAP samples, is actually beneficial for subsequent analysis
using label-free quantification (Keilhauer et al., 2015). Also,
during a TAP purification, a substantial amount of bait protein
is lost during the two-step purification protocol. Therefore, TAP

generally requires more input material compared to pull-down.
This can be especially problematic when harvesting a specific
tissue type or experimental condition. Finally, because pull-down
is a shorter, less exhaustive purification (Figure 2), it increases
the chances of retaining weak or transient interactors, reducing
the false negative rate. However, although affinity enrichment is
quickly gaining ground in the AP/MS field, this does not mean
that the TAP approach has become or will become obsolete.
TAP was originally developed as a method to purify native
protein complexes to high purity, which is still its major strength.
The high signal-to-noise ratio of TAP samples compared to
pull-down samples results in a higher chance of identifying
sub-stoichiometrically interactors, which would otherwise be
obscured by more abundant background proteins. Therefore,
in an ideal setting, both pull-down and TAP/MS approaches
should be applied to reach the full potential of what AP/MS
can offer when studying protein interactomes. The high purity
of TAP samples is also better suited for possible downstream
applications such as in vitro activity assays using the purified
complexes or separation of the purified sub-complexes using gel
filtration.

ENDOGENOUS TAGGING

As highlighted earlier, pull-down using an antibody specific for
the bait protein offers the most endogenous way of identifying
interacting proteins using AP/MS. However, technical difficulties
regarding these specific antibodies have limited their use.
Therefore, most AP/MS experiments involve the use of fusion
proteins which can be immobilized using generic antibodies.
For the purification of a fusion protein to be successful, one
of the key criteria is that the fusion protein outcompetes the
endogenous protein for its interaction partners. Conceptually,
knock-in targeting of the endogenous gene, thus keeping all
endogenous regulatory elements intact, is the best way to tag
a protein of interest. In simple biological systems like yeast,
genes can readily be tagged at their endogenous locus by HR
(Baudin et al., 1993). In higher organisms, however, endogenous
tagging is much more challenging as a result of a much lower
efficiency of HR (Puchta and Fauser, 2013). This is also true
for plants, with the exception of the moss Physcomitrella patens,
which displays a remarkable efficiency for integrating transgenes
at a predefined locus through HR (Kamisugi et al., 2006). In
Arabidopsis, two methods are used to circumvent inefficient HR.
The first method, which is mainly used in cell cultures, is to
overexpress the bait protein using a strong, constitutive promotor
such as the Cauliflower mosaic virus 35S promotor. However,
this overexpression method comes at the cost of obscuring
the physiological gene dosage, which can affect protein folding
and complex assembly, possibly leading to aberrant protein
interactions and missing low-abundant interacting proteins
because the non-complexed bait protein dominates the sample
of purified proteins (Gibson et al., 2013). The second method
uses transformation of the fusion protein under control of its
endogenous promoter in a mutant background. In Arabidopsis,
it is generally accepted that most regulatory sequences of a typical
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FIGURE 3 | Overview of the advantages and disadvantages of various AP/MS approaches.

gene reside in the 2- to 3-kb region upstream of the start codon
and the 0.5- to 1-kb region downstream of the stop codon (Tian
et al., 2004). This is currently the method of choice in Arabidopsis
because of the availability of large mutant collections and the fact
that complementation of the mutant phenotype by the fusion
protein can serve as a validation of the functionality of the fusion
protein.

However, this method relies on the availability of a complete
knock-out mutant, because any residual endogenous protein
would compete with the fusion protein, as well as on the
availability of the endogenous promoter. Moreover, even when
the endogenous promotor is available, it is far from certain that
it holds all necessary cis-regulatory elements. Therefore, it is
not an exception that promotors lose part of their functionality

when used in a transgene setting. As a consequence, researchers
often prefer to use the constitutive 35S promotor to complement
their mutant line, even if this might lead to the isolation of
false-positive interactors. In species with less well-annotated
genomes, it is even more challenging to predict which regulatory
elements are responsible for proper expression of a gene and
mutant collections are typically absent. Finally, this method of
complementing mutants still relies on transforming the plants
with a transgene, subjecting the T-DNA to position effects of
the genomic regions surrounding the insertion site, which might
influence the expression of the fusion protein.

An alternative method to achieve endogenous gene tagging
while circumventing the need for HR in plants, is the
recombineering-based gene tagging method (Zhou et al., 2011).
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This method uses bacterial artificial chromosomes containing
large sections of a plant genome (tens of kb), in which
a gene of interest can be tagged using the bacterial HR
recombination system. Transforming these bacterial artificial
chromosomes into mutant backgrounds effectively results in
replacing the endogenous protein with a tagged counterpart,
which is expressed with all its cis-regulatory elements intact. This
method has been used to investigate protein localization during
specific developmental processes such as cell differentiation in
roots (Liberman et al., 2015; Moreno-Risueno et al., 2015) and
hormone signaling (Péret et al., 2012; Zhang W. et al., 2013;
Band et al., 2014), but has, to best of our knowledge, only been
applied once for AP/MS purposes in plants (Lokdarshi et al.,
2016). However, this method has the clear disadvantage that it not
only introduces an endogenously tagged gene of interest but also
a large genomic region surrounding this gene, possibly leading to
changes in gene dosage.

Homologous recombination-based genome engineering in
plants has been an active field of research for over 20 years
now. Over time, scientists have used many technologies to
induce double-strand DNA breaks, a prerequisite for HR, at
specific sites in the genome such as zinc-finger nucleases,
transcription activator-like effector nucleases and meganucleases
(Steinert et al., 2016). Using these technologies, it was possible
to modify endogenous genes for a variety of plant organisms
such as Brachypodium, rice, maize, and tobacco (Mahfouz et al.,
2011; Shan et al., 2013; Zhang Y. et al., 2013). However, the
development of CRISPR/Cas genome engineering is clearly a
game changer in this field. CRISPR/Cas allows unprecedented
precision and efficiency in creating double-strand DNA breaks
at a specific genomic locus and seems to work in almost
every plant species tested so far. Significant advances in using
CRISPR/Cas systems for endogenous tagging in plants have
already been made, but efficiencies are still low and detection
of HR events still requires extensive and laborious screening
(Lokdarshi et al., 2016). It is expected, however, that it is
only a matter of time before effective HR-mediated knock-in
of a tag will be possible, which will further boost AP/MS in
plants.

FUTURE PERSPECTIVES

As scientists dig deeper into understanding the PPI networks
involved in plant development, the technologies they employ
are continuously evolving. The constant increase in sensitivity
of mass spectrometry has allowed researchers to start sampling
more specific tissues, increasing the developmental resolution
of the starting materials used for AP/MS experiments. One
particular example of how the developmental resolution could be
further increased is the integration of a method called ‘isolation
of nuclei tagged in specific cell types’ (INTACT). INTACT uses
a two-component system with a synthetic protein containing a
nuclear targeting sequence, GFP and a biotin ligase recognition
peptide, which gets biotinylated by a co-transformed BirA biotin
ligase. Using spatially or temporally regulated promotors to drive
the expression of this system, specific subtypes of nuclei within

intact organs can be labeled with biotin and purified using
a streptavidin resin (Deal and Henikoff, 2010). This method
has already been applied to isolate cell-type specific nuclei
from Arabidopsis roots (Deal and Henikoff, 2010; Foley et al.,
2017), the early embryo (Palovaara et al., 2017), endosperm
(Moreno-Romero et al., 2017) and tomato roots (Ron et al.,
2014) and has recently been optimized for use in monocots
(Reynoso et al., 2018). Although combining INTACT with
AP/MS has not been reported yet, this technology would allow
researchers to start mapping nuclear PPIs in a cell-type specific
fashion.

AP/MS is also finding its way into other model organisms.
In an ideal situation, scientists could choose their model
system for its biological relevance and specific morphological
and physiological characteristics or economic importance in
function of the process one wants to study. In reality, however,
Arabidopsis is the model of choice for AP/MS experiments
in plants, mainly because of the efficiency at which this
organism can be transformed. Currently, one of the biggest
bottlenecks for applying AP/MS to any organism is the
need for stable transformation with the fusion protein and
thus, an efficient transformation protocol. However, the recent
CRISPR/Cas revolution is causing tremendous amounts of
resources to be directed toward optimizing transformation
efficiencies, especially for crops (Altpeter et al., 2016). For
example, it has recently been discovered that overexpression
of the maize Baby boom (Bbm) and Wuschel2 (Wus2) genes
can stimulate transformation efficiencies in maize, sorghum,
sugarcane, and rice (Lowe et al., 2016). Also, new technologies
are being developed to circumvent the need for regeneration
from tissue culture, which is still a major bottleneck in
most transformation protocols. For example, magnetofection,
a method using magnetic nanoparticles as DNA carriers, has
recently been applied for the introduction of DNA into cotton
pollen (Zhao et al., 2017). Subsequent pollination using the
magnetofected pollen allowed the generation of transgenic seeds,
resulting in stably transformed plants. Because plants generate
large amounts of pollen, which can often also be easily collected,
this method could also be easily transferred to other plant
species.

In conclusion, AP/MS as a technology in plants has reached
maturation, being routinely performed on Arabidopsis cell
cultures and seedlings. We have exemplified that AP/MS has
been instrumental for in vivo validation of interactions that
were previously only detected using in vitro methods, as well
as being a very useful tool for discovering new insights into
the molecular function of proteins. As we have highlighted
throughout this review, combining AP/MS with other molecular
biology techniques such as high-resolution sampling, label-
free quantitative proteomics or HR will allow researchers to
tackle ever more challenging biological and developmental
questions. In this way, AP/MS will undoubtedly benefit from
future developments in other fields such as mass spectrometry,
plant transformation and genome engineering. Thus, the future
of AP/MS in studying plant development not merely lies in
continuously improving AP/MS protocols, but in increasingly
integrating AP/MS in more complex experimental workflows to
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maximize the success rate and developmental context of AP/MS
results.
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